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Using low-energy electron diffraction and scanning tunneling microscopy, we found that epitaxial NaCl films grown on Ge(100) with thicknesses up to (at least) 15 monolayers can be modulated with a period of six lattice constants and an amplitude directed mainly normal to their surface. The (6 \times 1) periodicity on the NaCl films is induced by a preadsorbed Na layer at very low coverages (Θ \approx 0.06), that form chain structures with a sixfold periodicity in one dimension. At 10 monolayers thickness of NaCl a modulation amplitude of 0.28 Å was obtained. © 2002 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1467624]

Very thin insulating films have a wide range of technical applications from chemistry and catalysis to electronics. Especially the miniaturization of electronic devices requires further reductions of size and a precise definition of interfaces on the atomic scale, which can be best controlled by epitaxial or even pseudomorphic growth. There is also a need for structuring of materials on these small scales, which can be greatly facilitated by a prestructuring due to self-organization, especially at the conductor/insulator interfaces. Thus physical properties of extremely small systems as well as perspectives of their applicability could be tested. An example of prestructuring of an epitaxial insulating film by strain modulation on the nanometer scale is reported here. This modulation opens the possibility of preferential deposition of other materials in the strained sections of the insulator and to create patterns of conducting material on an insulator.

The main problem of the insulator/conductor interface is the large difference in surface free energies of an insulator and a metal, which in many cases prevents wetting of a metallic layer on an insulator. For the same reason, perfect surfaces of a wide class of insulators are chemically rather inert. This chemical inertness is necessarily also coupled with weak interactions of an insulating film with its substrate, which contrasts with the comparatively high cohesive energies within the insulator. This is the reason, why epitaxial growth of these films requires generally a close match between lattice constants of insulator and substrate. For this reason it is generally difficult to force the formation of steps in this same direction also on the surface of a thin NaCl layer, in which the steps end by a single sort of ions, i.e., they are polar. Surface color centers, i.e., point-like anion vacancies, offer the possibility of structuring by binding adsorbed atoms and molecules more strongly. This is why their properties have been investigated in detail on NaCl.

The possibility of periodic modulations of NaCl films on Ge(100) on an almost atomic scale is demonstrated here. As will be shown, it is due to a combination of geometric height modulation and a modulated binding strength to the substrate, both induced by small concentrations of preadsorbed and annealed Na. Since the geometric structure of the Na adsorbate is crucial for the modulation of the NaCl films, we first describe this structure obtained with scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and low-energy electron diffraction (LEED), before we turn to the quantitative LEED analysis of a modulated NaCl film. LEED experiments on the NaCl films have been carried out in a \( \mu \)-metal shielded UHV chamber at a base pressure of \( 5 \times 10^{-9} \) Pa. For the STM experiments a system with low temperature STM and a preparation chamber was used.

Treatment and sample preparation of the samples used in both systems were identical. In UHV, sputter/annealing cycles have been carried out until no contamination was detectable with Auger electron spectroscopy. Double steps of Ge in [110] direction, on the other hand, seem to be able to force the formation of steps in this same direction also on the surface of a thin NaCl layer, in which the steps end by a single sort of ions, i.e., they are polar. For the STM experiments a system with low temperature STM and a preparation chamber was used.

Double steps of Ge in [110] direction, on the other hand, seem to be able to force the formation of steps in this same direction also on the surface of a thin NaCl layer, in which the steps end by a single sort of ions, i.e., they are polar. Surface color centers, i.e., point-like anion vacancies, offer the possibility of structuring by binding adsorbed atoms and molecules more strongly. This is why their properties have been investigated in detail on NaCl.

The NaCl/Ge(100) system seems to be a good test candidate to explore many possibilities for structuring of insulating layers. Not only does the close match of lattice constants allow almost perfect epitaxial growth, steps of monatomic height of Ge that do not fit to the NaCl lattice are overgrown elastically, i.e., the NaCl films are not rigid on a mesoscopic scale. These films turned out to be free of defects for methods like electron spectroscopy and adsorption experiments. Dissociation experiments on NaCl films with electron beams showed clearly that residual Na remaining on the bare Ge surface was the reason for the modulation of the NaCl.
films subsequently adsorbed. In order to provide direct evidence and to determine the amount and structure of the Na layer on Ge~100~ necessary to induce the observed modulation of the NaCl layer adsorbed on top, we evaporated Na onto the clean Ge~100~ surface and carried out LEED and STM measurements on layers of various coverages without braking the vacuum. Starting at a coverage of 0.5 ML, coverages were successively reduced to zero by partial desorption at temperatures between 650 and 750 K. The original (4×1) structure, assumed to correspond to half a monolayer of Na~13~ was transformed into a (3×2) structure, and upon further desorption into a (6×1) LEED pattern with streaks. Only this structure turned out to be able to induce periodic modulations of NaCl layers adsorbed on top of this structure in a wide range of layer thicknesses of NaCl.

More detailed geometrical information about this Na layer was obtained from STM. In Fig. 1 we show a STM image in constant current mode for tunneling conditions from filled states of the Ge surface with atomic resolution. The bright rows can easily identified as single and double rows of Ge dimers, since they show the typical bias dependence of contrast that was also found on the bare Ge surface for the Ge dimers. They are arranged in (2×1) periodicity at room temperature and in a c(4×2) structure at 80 K used in our STM experiments. The dark rows can be identified as Na rows with a separation of three lattice constants along each row. At the location of the Na rows the Ge dimer rows are absent. At the coverage shown the double Ge dimer rows appear with high preference. Together with the Na rows they form the six-fold periodicity observed in LEED. The superperiodicity in the Na rows turns out to be uncorrelated between different rows. As additional experiments revealed, the Na coverage determines the probability for single and double Ge dimer rows to occur, which can be continuously adjusted by the Na concentration. The Na coverage for a pure (6×1) structure corresponds to 0.055 ML.

When more than 2 ML of NaCl are adsorbed onto a Ge(100) surface precovered with the concentration of Na just shown, all LEED spots show a structure with characteristic satellites (see Fig. 2) instead of the (1×1) structure seen for NaCl on the clean Ge(100) surface. These satellites do not change position in k|| when the electron energy in LEED is changed, indicating that no mosaics or facets are formed, i.e., the structure is modulated. The distance between the satellites corresponds to exactly the six lattice constants of the Na modified Ge surface already found with STM, and again two domains are formed.

From the increase of the satellite intensities relative to those of the central integer order spots as a function of electron energy (see Fig. 3) we conclude~14~ that the periodic relaxations are mainly in the direction normal to the surface. For a quantitative analysis, we integrated the center and a ring containing the first order satellites, as shown schematically on the right side of Fig. 3.

Since multiple electron scattering is limited to a few lattice constants, this fairly long range modulation (six lattice constants) can be analyzed within the kinematic scattering
approximation. The smooth dependence of the relative intensities shown in Fig. 3 on electron energy corroborates this assumption. The LEED pattern indicates that the modulation is one-dimensional on each terrace. We therefore used a simple one-dimensional kinematic model to simulate the experimentally obtained curves of Fig. 3. Here it was assumed that the Na\(^{+}\) and Cl\(^{-}\) ions are positioned laterally on regular lattice sites, whereas the positions normal to the surface are modulated by a height function

\[
h(z) = A_1 \cos \frac{2\pi x}{6a_0} + A_2 \cos \frac{2\pi x}{6a_0} + \ldots .
\]

We found close resemblance of the simulated energy dependencies of relative intensities with those experimentally determined. This justifies our approach and also indicates that the main contribution to the modulation is in fact normal to the surface.

A quantitative analysis of experimental data has been carried out for a 10-ML-thick NaCl film. For this thickness we can be sure that the electrons in the LEED experiment only see the NaCl film, not the interface, i.e., structural properties of the interface such as reconstructions and relaxations do not contribute to the LEED intensity. The best fit to the experimental data using just the first Fourier component is indicated in Fig. 3 as dashed lines. They show systematic deviations from the experimental data points at high energies. However, the fit describes the data satisfactorily already when a second Fourier component was included (see full line in Fig. 3). Best fits have been obtained with \(A_1 = 0.095\, \text{Å}\) and \(A_2 = 0.090\, \text{Å}\). Thus, the maximum height variation is 0.28 Å for the 10-ML-thick film.

This characteristic two-peak modulation can easily be rationalized from the STM images of the Na modulated surface (Fig. 1), if we identify the maxima in the height modulation function with the positions of the Ge dimer rows. The valleys in this modulation must then correspond to the position of the Na rows. A schematic model of this modulational structure is shown in Fig. 4. This assignment seems to be plausible for two reasons. First, from x-ray scattering data it is known that the dimer rows of Ge survive after adsorption of NaCl, whereas the \(c(4 \times 2)\) reconstruction disappears.\(^{15}\) In addition, for very thin layers (<5 ML) the reappearance of a \((2 \times 1)\) LEED pattern is reported once the first double layer of NaCl is completed.\(^{10}\) This means that even on the flat surface the NaCl films are slightly modulated by the dimer row structure of the Ge interface. It explains why for a double dimer row structure at the interface an additional minimum of a Na modified surface due to additional relaxations of the Ge dimers. Second, the pronounced minimum at the position of the Na rows indicates that binding of these Na rows, presumably to the Cl ions of the NaCl layer, is stronger than between NaCl and Ge. The modified chemical properties and modifications of the geometrical environment at the positions of the Na rows compared with the dimer configuration might help to deepen the valley seen there.

Summarizing, this study shows that the interaction between semiconductor and insulator can be enhanced sufficiently by an ordered array of atoms adsorbed at the interface so that regular modulations of the insulator film are obtained. This opens a variety of possibilities for self-organized structures on insulating films on the nanometer scale.
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